Potential-dependent potassium currents in the slowly adapting stretch receptor neuron of the crayfish.
The outward current in the stretch receptor neuron of the crayfish Pacifastacus leniusculus was analysed using a two-micropipette potential-clamp technique. The outward current was shown to be carried by K+. When the sodium-dependent inward current was blocked by tetrodotoxin a fast-activating potassium current was revealed, resembling the delayed rectifier. The time-course of activation (Tau n) was dependent on potential and had a mean value of I ms at potential steps of to mV. The activation followed a second-order process according to the Hodgkin-Huxley model. The potential dependence of activation (n infinity) followed a sigmoid curve, n infinity = I/(I + exp [(E-En)/a]) with half-maximal activation potential En = -31 mV and a = -13 mV. When long pulses were applied, the potassium current showed marked inactivation with a fast time constant of 0.5 s that was potential independent and a slow component that was slightly potential dependent. The minimum value for the slow time constant was 4 s for steps to about 0 mV. The potential dependence of inactivation followed a sigmoid function k infinity = I/(I + exp [(E-Ek)/a]) with Ek = -39 mV and a = II mV. No transient potassium outward current (IA) was found in the crayfish stretch receptor neuron. In experiments on tail currents after depolarizing potential steps of different duration, it was found that the reversal potential changed in the positive direction when the duration of the pre-pulse increased. This could be due to K- accumulation in a space close to the neuronal membrane. The potassium current during depolarizing potential steps in the crayfish stretch receptor is similar to the delayed current found in other cells, for example the frog myelinated nerve, but different from many other invertebrate neurons.